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Abstract—The spread of Web 2.0 has caused user-generated content explosion. Users can tag resources in order to describe and organize them. A tag cloud provides a rough impression of relative importance of each tag within the overall cloud in order to facilitate browsing among numerous tags and resources. The size of a tag cloud may be huge. Thus, the goal of our paper is to recommend topics based on the tag cloud and visualize the recommended topics like a tag cloud. Firstly, an algorithm has been proposed to construct a special tag graph from the tag cloud. Secondly, an algorithm has been provided in order to recommend topics using this tag graph by calculating the reference count of each node. Furthermore, a visualization has been introduced for recommended topics like a tag cloud using a special font distribution algorithm. The proposed graph and algorithms have been validated and verified on the tag cloud of a real-world thesis portal.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the appearance of Web 2.0 [1] and the spread of social media sites [2] users became from passive spectators to active content generators. Users can interact and collaborate with each other in virtual communities. Nowadays lots of social sites exist for various purposes: collaborative projects (Wikipedia), blogs (Twitter), content communities (YouTube), social networking sites (Facebook), virtual game worlds (World of Warcraft), virtual social worlds (Second Life), etc.

There are numerous books dealing with this topic denoted by contribution and sharing as motivation, tags describe resources, the actual content of the resources can be identified. By the context-based, attribute, ownership, subjective, organizational, tags or tags of other community members. Various significant companies have research groups for social computing: Microsoft [5], IBM [6], HP [7], etc.

In social networks power laws occur many times in many contexts [4]. A random variable is distributed according to a power law when its probability density function is given by \( p(x) \sim x^{-\gamma} \), where \( x \geq x_{\text{min}} \) and \( \gamma > 1 \) [8]. \( \gamma \) is a constant parameter called exponent or scaling parameter, typically in the range of \( 2 < \gamma < 3 \).

Usually on these sites users can assign tags to resources in order to describe and organize them. The tagging process [9] establishes associations between tags and resources, which can be applied to navigate to resources by tags, as well as, to tags based on related tags, etc. With tagging a folksonomy (folk (people) + taxis (classification) + nomos (management)) evolves, which is the vocabulary of tags emerged by the community [10]. The size of these vocabularies may be huge, moreover, they are incomplete and inconsistent. Thus, in connection with social tagging several challenges have emerged [4].

The paper is organized as follows. Section II covers the background. Section III introduces the experimental environment. Section IV proposes algorithms to construct a special tag graph from a tag cloud, in addition, to recommend topics using this tag graph by calculating the reference count of each node. Furthermore, it validates and verifies the novel algorithms on a real-world thesis portal. Section V introduces a visualization for recommended topics like a tag cloud using a special font distribution algorithm. Finally, Section VI reports the conclusion and future work.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section, definitions related to tagging are discussed. Tags are user-defined informal and personal strings, short descriptions related to resources, keywords associated with resources. They are helpful in browsing and searching. Resources are such identities which can be tagged, such as text, image, audio, video, document, etc. Tagging is the process of assigning existing and new tags to resources. Tag recommendation systems exist to help users in tagging based on own tags or tags of other community members.

There are lots of different kinds of tags: content-based, context-based, attribute, ownership, subjective, organizational, purpose, factual, personal, self-referential, tag bundles, etc. Furthermore, users have various motivations for tagging: future retrieval, contribution and sharing, attract attention, play and competition, self presentation (self referential tags), opinion expression, task organization, social signaling, money, technology ease, etc. [4].

In our tag clouds, tags are content-based, tagging is motivated by contribution and sharing. With content-based tags the actual content of the resources can be identified. By the contribution and sharing as motivation, tags describe resources, and add them to conceptual clusters or refined categories for known and unknown audience.
Tag clouds are visually depicted tags in order to facilitate browsing among numerous tags and resources. It gives a rough impression of relative importance of each tag within the overall clouds.

In some situations to answer various questions browsing in tag clouds are more useful than searching [11]. Search interface is preferred if the needed information is specific. Tag clouds are preferred if the sought information is more general.

For this reason, the visualization of tag clouds is one of the most important and complicated consideration [12]. Tag clouds have two dimensional representations. Tags can be ordered alphabetically, based on semantic similarity or any kind of clusters [13], [14]. Relevant tags can be visually emphasized using such visual properties as shape, color, position, etc.

Each tag cloud is visualized in its own unique way. The basis of the used methods is similar, but there are no two tag clouds whose visualization is the same. Numerous font distribution algorithms exist [15] [16].

In this paper such tag clouds are investigated. In our tag clouds all tags are represented simply alphabetically ordered and visually weighted by letter size. The further improvement of visualization is a subject of future work.

III. EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT

The Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Informatics of the Budapest University of Technology and Economics has a web portal to manage all theses of the faculty for the whole workflow starting from description to review [17]. (Now the language of its user interface is only in Hungarian, the English version is proceeded.)

This portal has been implemented as a three-tier ASP.NET web site. The presentation layer is in HTML and jQuery. In the business logic layer there are C# classes. In the data access layer LINQ and stored procedures are used mixed. The database is in Microsoft SQL Server. The provided algorithms have been implemented in SQL stored procedures, C# classes using LINQ, and MATLAB functions [18].

On this thesis portal tags are assigned to theses to describe and organize them in order to be helpful in browsing and searching. The portal has tag clouds in Hungarian and English languages.

In our previous work, novel algorithms have been provided to improve tag clouds with vocabulary refinement and enhanced reference counts [19]. Moreover, an improved font distribution algorithm has been provided based on the power law distribution and arbitrary percentages [20]. In this paper, topics are recommended using a special tag graph constructed from the tag cloud and by calculating the reference count of each node.

IV. SPECIAL TAG GRAPH

In this section a special tag graph is proposed, which can be constructed from a tag cloud, and can be used for topic recommendation. Table I summarizes the notations of algorithms. Furthermore, the novel algorithms are validated and verified on a real-world thesis portal.

### Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \tau )</td>
<td>set of tags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \tau_{un} )</td>
<td>set of uninvestigated tags</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \epsilon )</td>
<td>set of edges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \nu )</td>
<td>a node</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \nu_x )</td>
<td>source node of a directed edge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \nu_t )</td>
<td>target node of a directed edge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( e_{i,j} )</td>
<td>an edge from node ( \nu_i ) to node ( \nu_j )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( v.id )</td>
<td>identifier property of node ( \nu )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( v.dn )</td>
<td>display name property of node ( \nu )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( v.rc )</td>
<td>reference count property of node ( \nu )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### A. Algorithm to Construct a Tag Graph

A directed, weighted graph \( G = (\nu, \epsilon) \) is defined as a set of nodes \( \nu \) and edges \( \epsilon \). The \( ij^{th} \) entry of the adjacency matrix \( A \) is one if there is a directed edge from node \( i \) to node \( j \), and zero if such edge does not exist. Only the nodes have nonnegative weights, the edges are not weighted.

This graph can be constructed from a tag cloud using Algorithm 1. The notations of this recursive algorithm can be seen in Table I.

This is a recursive algorithm. The tags are investigated ordered ascending by their word count. If the word count is one, then create a new node for it, and return with their identifier in Steps 9–11.

If the display name of the tag contains more words, then search for a matching node investigating the display name from its begin (Steps 16–17) and its end (Steps 23–24) starting from length of word count minus one until one. If a matching node exists, then investigate whether the other part of the display name exists as a node (Steps 18–19, 25–26). If there is no matching for the other part, then create appropriate nodes for it by recursive calls (Steps 21–22, 28–29).

If there is no matching node investigating the display name from its begin and its end starting from length of word count minus one until one (Step 30), then create a new node for the first word (Steps 31–32), and create appropriate nodes for the other part of the display name by recursive calls (Steps 33–34).

After the shorter parts of the display name exist, then create a new node for the whole display name (Step 35). Moreover, create two directed edges from two nodes with shorter parts to the node of the whole display name (Step 36).
Algorithm 1 Pseudo code of algorithm to construct tag graph from tag cloud

1: \( \tau_u = \tau \)
2: \( \nu = \emptyset, \varepsilon = \emptyset \)
3: \( k = 1 \)
4: while \( \tau_u \neq \emptyset \) do
5: \( t \in \tau_u, \) where \( t.wc = \min(t.u, wc), \forall t_u \in \tau_u \)
6: \( k = AddNode(k, t.dn, t.wc, t.rc) + 1 \)
7: \( \)\( \)
8: function AddNode(k, dn, wc, rc) : \( i \)
9: if \( wc = 1 \) then
10: \( v.id = k, v.dn = dn, v.wt = rc, \nu = \nu \cup \{ v \} \)
11: return \( v.id \)
12: else
13: \( v_1 = 0 \)
14: for \( i = 1 \rightarrow wc - 1 \) do
15: if \( i_1 = 0 \) then
16: if \( \exists v_1 \in \nu, \) where \( v_1.dn = dn.w_{1 \rightarrow wc - i} \) then
17: \( i_1 = v_1.id, \) where \( v_1.dn = dn.w_{1 \rightarrow wc - i} \)
18: if \( \exists v_2 \in \nu, \) where \( v_2.dn = dn.w_{wc - i + 1 \rightarrow wc} \) then
19: \( i_2 = v_2.id, \) where \( v_2.dn = dn.w_{wc - i + 1 \rightarrow wc} \)
20: else
21: \( i_2 = AddNode(k, dn.w_{wc - i + 1 \rightarrow wc}, i, 0) \)
22: \( k = i_2 + 1 \)
23: else if \( \exists v_1 \in \nu, \) where \( v_1.dn = dn.w_{i + 1 \rightarrow wc} \) then
24: \( i_1 = v_1.id, \) where \( v_1.dn = dn.w_{i + 1 \rightarrow wc} \)
25: if \( \exists v_2 \in \nu, \) where \( v_2.dn = dn.w_{1 \rightarrow i} \) then
26: \( i_2 = v_2.id, \) where \( v_2.dn = dn.w_{1 \rightarrow i} \)
27: else
28: \( i_2 = AddNode(k, dn.w_{1 \rightarrow i}, i, 0) \)
29: \( k = i_2 + 1 \)
30: if \( i_1 = 0 \) then
31: \( v_1.id = k, v_1.dn = dn.w_1, v_1.wt = 0, \nu = \nu \cup \{ v_1 \} \)
32: \( i_1 = v_1.id \)
33: \( i_2 = AddNode(k + 1, dn.w_{2 \rightarrow wc}, wc - 1, 0) \)
34: \( k = i_2 + 1 \)
35: \( v.id = k, v.dn = dn, v.wt = rc, \nu = \nu \cup \{ v \} \)
36: \( \varepsilon = \varepsilon \cup \{ e_{i_1.v.id}, e_{i_2.v.id} \} \)
37: return \( v.id \)

B. Experimental Results for Construction

An example part of the constructed tag graph can be seen in Fig. 1. The tags are the following: 'data', 'text mining', 'data mining', 'data mining competition'. The reference counts of such nodes which do not correspond to real tags are zero (Steps 21, 28, 33 of Algorithm 1). The in-degree of nodes can be zero or two: zero if the display name of a given node contains only one word, in addition, two if it is a compound word.

The histogram of out-degree of nodes is depicted in Figs. 2 and 3. There are numerous nodes whose out-degree is zero, namely, they are not building items of nodes with longer display name. However, there are some nodes which are frequently used building items. The weight and out-degree of nodes influences the reference counts of nodes, namely, the recommended topics.

C. Algorithm to Recommend Topics from Tag Graph

The reference counts of nodes can be calculated by Algorithm 2. The notations of this recursive algorithm can be seen in Table I.
Algorithm 2 Pseudo code of algorithm to calculate reference counts of nodes

1: for all \( v \in \nu \) do
2: \( v.rc = v.wt + Count(v,0) \)
3: 
4: function \( Count(v_s, rc) : rc \)
5: \( v_t = \{ v_t, \text{ where } \exists e_s,t \} \)
6: if \( |\nu_t| \geq 1 \) then
7: \( rc = rc + \sum_{v_t \in \nu_t} v_t.wt \)
8: for all \( v_t \in \nu_t \) do
9: \( rc = Count(v_t, rc) \)
10: return \( rc \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II</th>
<th>CONSTRUCTION OF TAG GRAPH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tags</td>
<td>4152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nodes</td>
<td>6408</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edges</td>
<td>5404</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nodes whose in-degree = 0</td>
<td>3706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nodes whose in-degree = 2</td>
<td>2702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( rc \geq 10 )</td>
<td>274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( wt \neq rc (rc \geq 10) )</td>
<td>236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( wt = 0 (rc \geq 10) )</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The reference count of a node is calculated as the sum of weights of such nodes which can be reached from the given node via directed edges.

The proposed special tag graph with the calculated reference counts can be used for topic recommendation. The recommended topics are the nodes with the most reference counts. The limit in reference counts or the maximum number of topics can be chosen arbitrary.

D. Experimental Results for Recommendation

The construction of the tag graph is described in Table II. The nodes whose reference count is greater or equal to 10 are identified as topics. The reference counts and the weights of topics are different numbers in more than 85 percentages, thus, the proposed reference counts of nodes are an important improvement of the reference count of tags. More than 25 percentages of nodes are such topics, which are not existing tags, hence, the provided tag graph is a significant enhancement of the original tag cloud.

V. VISUALIZATION OF RECOMMENDED TOPICS

In tag clouds the tags are classified according to their reference counts. The number of classes is an arbitrary parameter. In our topic cloud, tags are classified into four classes. In our previous work, several font distribution algorithms have been tested. The linear distribution algorithm simply divides linearly the whole range (from minimum count to maximum) count by the number of classes. The logarithmic algorithm divides logarithmically equal intervals. Since the reference counts obey a power law, a power law and percentage based approach can led to correct visual impression. The resulted distribution of nodes among classes is summarized in Table III. The identified topics are visualized as a tag cloud alphabetically ordered and visually weighted by letter size. The resulted topic cloud are depicted in Figs. 4 and 5. The calculated reference counts are in brackets after the display name of topics. The tags with their reference counts, which fill parts of the given node, are shown on tooltips. In Fig. 5 see for example the tooltip for node ‘processing’, who is not in the original tag cloud, who is not an itself existing tag, but identified as an important topic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE III</th>
<th>DISTRIBUTION OF NODES AMONG CLASSES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Percentage</td>
<td>Count of nodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 1</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class 4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. Resulted topic cloud

Fig. 5. Resulted topic cloud with tooltip about tags belonging to node of "processing"
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The visualization of huge tag clouds is one of the most important and complicated considerations. In our thesis portal tag clouds have a very important role to facilitate browsing and searching among numerous tags and theses. In our previous work, tag clouds have been improved with vocabulary refinement and enhanced reference counts. Moreover, fonts have been distributed based on power law distribution and arbitrary percentages.

In this paper, novel algorithms have been proposed to recommend topics based on the tag cloud and visualize the recommended topics like a tag cloud. The further improvement of visualization is a subject of future work. Novel algorithms have been proposed to construct a special tag graph from the tag cloud, and to recommend topics using this graph by calculating the reference count of each node. Furthermore, a visualization has been introduced for recommended topics like a tag cloud using a special font distribution algorithm.

The resulted topic cloud is a significant enhancement of the original tag cloud, since lots of such topics are in the resulted topic cloud, which are not existing tags in the original tag cloud, in addition, the popularity of topics is calculated more properly, furthermore, popular topics can be identified easily.

The proposed algorithms have been implemented in SQL stored procedures, C# classes using LINQ, and MATLAB functions. They have been validated and verified on tag clouds of a real-world thesis portal.
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